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ABSTRACT: Static charge generated by contact electrification can cause a
wide range of undesirable consequences in our lives and in industry (e.g.,
adhesion of particles on surfaces, damage to electronics, and explosions). It
has, however, been challenging to develop methods to prevent charging due
to the vast types of materials that charge easily by contact electrification and
the frequent changes in process and environmental conditions. The most
common method is to use conductive materials for dissipating charge away;
however, it is ineffective for many circumstances. Here, we propose a general
and effective materials framework that involves a two-level consideration for
preparing noncharging materials: (1) the variation of the proportion of a two-
material composite and (2) the extent of stretching the composite material. This materials strategy is achieved by infusing
particles within a stretchable bulk material. Importantly, the preparation of the noncharging surface for (1) is based on a novel
fundamental mechanism that involves combining an appropriate amount of a material (e.g., the particles) that tends to charge
positively with another material (e.g., the bulk material) that tends to charge negatively. This mechanism does not rely on
conductivity; both the contacting materials naturally prevent the generation of static charge even when only nonconductive
materials are involved. When the composite material is stretchable, the change in proportion of the surface coverage of the
particles allows the charging response to be changed. Therefore, the variation in composition and stretching provide a wide two-
dimensional parameter space for achieving noncharging response for the vast range of contacting materials that are used in
industry and our lives. In addition, stretchability allows the composite material to flexibly adapt to changes in process and
environmental conditions. This stretchable composite material was also demonstrated to be capable of preventing the adhesion
of particles and separating particles of different materials.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Contact electrification is the natural phenomenon in which
charge is separated whenever two surfaces come into contact.
The generation of charge by contact electrification is useful in
many applications such as electrophotography, particle
separation, electrostatic spray and powder coating, triboelectric
nanogenerators (TENG), and self-assembly.1−7 On the other
hand, charge on materials can result in a wide range of
undesirable effects. In our daily lives, for example, the static
charge generated may give mild electric shocks when a person
touches a doorknob and frizzy hair after combing. In addition,
contact electrification often causes microparticles to charge and
stick onto surfaces, including the screens of computers and
mobile phones. This electrostatic adhesion of particles on
surfaces is also extremely problematic in industry (e.g.,
pharmaceutical and food); for example, adhesion of particles
on surfaces causes fouling (e.g., of vessels and pipes) and
powders sticking on surfaces prevent the homogeneous mixing
of solid ingredients.8,9 Importantly, electrostatic discharge
(ESD) can occur whenever an excessive amount of charge is

generated by contact electrification. ESD can damage
electronic components and cause explosion of flammable
substances.10 Therefore, there is a great need to develop
materials strategies for eliminating the generation of charge on
surfaces by contact electrification.
However, it has been very challenging to develop strategies

for eliminating static charge generated by contact electrifica-
tion. One important reason is (1) because of the wide range of
charging responses generated by contacts of the vast types of
materials used in our lives and in industry. Fundamentally,
almost all types of materials charge by contact electrification,
including metals, semiconductors, inorganic materials, and
polymers. Different types of materials charge differently; for
example, our hands tend to charge highly positively, while
poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) tends to charge highly
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negatively, against many other materials. Therefore, it is
difficult to develop a general strategy to eliminate the static
charge generated by contact electrification for the vast range of
materials with very different charging responses. Another
important reason is (2) the highly sensitive nature of contact
electrification to changes in process conditions and environ-
mental influences. The amount and polarity of charge are
greatly affected by many types of process conditions, such as
pressure, time, and type of contact (e.g., rubbing or rolling).
Charging is also greatly affected by many types of environ-
mental changes, such as temperature, humidity, dust content,
and contamination.7,11−14 For example, a higher pressure can
drastically increase the amount, and an increase in temperature
decreases the amount, of charge generated. Therefore,
methods that allow surfaces to be noncharging need to take
into account of the diverse range of responses from the vast
types of materials encountered in practical circumstances and
dynamically adapt to changes in the process and environmental
conditions.
A further important complication is that the fundamental

mechanism of contact electrification between insulators is not
well understood. Despite being discovered more than 2500
years ago by Thales of Miletus,15 the underlying principles and
mechanism of contact electrification are still actively being
debated. At the most fundamental level, different research
groups proposed different types of charge species that are
transferred during contact electrification: an electron,16−19 an
ion,1,7,20 or nanoscale materials.21,22 Because of the lack of
understanding and the often unpredictability of the phenom-
enon, it is challenging to develop materials strategies for
effectively eliminating charge generated by contact electrifica-
tion.
The most, and perhaps the only, common way of preventing

the accumulation of static charge on surfaces is by using a
conductive material. After generating the charge by contact
electrification, it can be dissipated away from the surface by
conduction. However, it is not always possible for processes to
use conductive materials, such as metals, in operations (e.g.,
incompatibility of the properties of metals with the process).
One common way is to increase the conductivity of typically
insulating materials by methods such as fabricating composites
that include conductive materials,23,24 doping with antistatic
agents (e.g., carbon nanotubes,24 metals/metal oxide,25,26

graphene,27 and conductive polymer28,29), and coating with a
layer of conductive material.30 These methods, however, tend
to change the properties of the materials in undesirable ways
because a substantial amount of conductive material usually
needs to be incorporated into the materials for attaining a
sufficient amount of conductivity for dissipating the charge
away. Most importantly, many types of products cannot allow
conductive materials to be included (e.g., food and drug
products). Even if these insulating products are in contact with
a conductive surface, the problem still remains. After the
generation of charge by contact electrification on both the
materials, although charge may dissipate away from the
conductive surface, the charge will still remain on the
insulating product.31,32 In addition, methods that involve the
dissipation of charge through conductive materials usually face
problems with grounding. Therefore, because of all these
challenges, the ideal solution is to develop a method that
prevents charge from being generated in the first place by
contact electrification (i.e., instead of first generating the
charge and then dissipating it away).

Another approach involves doping materials with radical-
scavenging molecules;10,33 however, this method only
decreases the amount of charge generated but cannot
completely prevent charging. Other methods include coating
surfaces with self-assembled monolayers (SAM)34 or multi-
layers.35 Surface modifications, however, are highly susceptible
to wear and tear; hence, they may not be durable for many
types of processes.
In our previous work, we introduced a fundamentally novel

strategy for fabricating noncharging surfaces from non-
conductive polymers.36 Our approach involved copolymerizing
one monomer that has the tendency to charge positively with
another monomer that has the tendency to charge negatively
against a contacting material. Therefore, when polymerized
with an appropriate proportion of the two monomers, the
copolymer charges neither positively nor negatively; hence, the
copolymer is noncharging against the contacting material.
Fundamentally, the surface of the noncharging copolymer with
a zero net charge was probably composed of many localized
regions of positive and negative charges (i.e., similar to the
mosaic pattern of positive and negative charges on a polymeric
surface after contact electrification reported previously).22

Lateral migration of these positive and negative charges on the
polymeric surface and neutralization were not considered
significant (e.g., nanopatterning of charges was previously
achieved).37,38 This materials strategy is effective: the
composition of the copolymer can be precisely tuned such
that it is completely noncharging against the contacting
material. This strategy does not rely on conductivity; hence,
totally insulating materials can be used. Importantly, this
copolymer naturally resists charging: both the contact materials
do not charge even though they are insulating. This method
thus provides an ideal solution in which charge is not
generated by contact electrification in the first place after
contact with another material.
Despite having the potential to address a number of

challenging issues related to noncharging surfaces, this strategy
has a few limitations. The requirement of the strategy to
copolymerize two types of monomers greatly limits the choice
of materials and may result in complicated fabrication
processes (e.g., extra steps are needed for certain monomers
to be functionalized first before they can compatible for
copolymerization with another monomer).39,40 Most impor-
tantly, this strategy is sensitive to changes in process conditions
and environmental disturbances. Changes in the conditions of
contact electrification may cause the charging properties of the
materials to change; hence, the copolymer may no longer be
noncharging against the contacting material. This limitation
highlights the need to develop a strategy that not only provides
a solution for preventing the generation of charge by contact
electrification but also responds adaptively to the changes in
the process or environment.
Several approaches have been proposed in previous studies

for adaptively controlling the charging responses of materials.
These methods include using stimuli such as light41,42 and
electric field43 for changing the charging behavior of materials.
In particular, one study reported that stretching a piece of
rubber produces a change in the surface potential after
contacting against a piece of PTFE;44 in this case, strain of the
material was attributed to the change in charging response,
although the actual fundamental mechanism is still under
investigation. In general, these types of adaptive methods have
severe limitations: they do not allow the materials to be
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noncharging, require sources of energy to be applied constantly
onto the materials (e.g., light or electric fields), suffer from a
lack of understanding of the fundamental mechanism for
further development of the methods, and/or are highly specific
to only certain types of materials, methods of fabrication, and
highly selected few types of contacting materials.
This study proposes a general materials framework for

fabricating noncharging materials that addresses both
important challenges of preventing the generation of charge
by contact electrification: the vast range of materials that
produce diverse types of charging responses and the frequent
changes in process and environmental conditions. This
materials strategy involves a two-level consideration: (1) the
tuning of the composition of the noncharging composite
material and (2) the adaptive stretching of the composite
material (Figure 1). The first level of consideration involves
the general approach of fabricating noncharging composite
materials that consist of particles infused into a bulk material of
a different material (Figure 1b,c). Similar to the fundamental
mechanism of our previous work,36 we select one of the
materials (e.g., the particles) to have the strong tendency to
charge positively and the other material (e.g., the bulk
material) to have the strong tendency to charge negatively
for each of the composite materials. Through tuning the
proportion of the two materials of different charging property,
we can fabricate a composite material that does not charge
against a contacting material. For selecting the materials with
different charging properties, we used the triboelectric
series:1,7,45 it is a list of materials ordered according to the
materials’ tendency to charge either positively or negatively.
Materials that rank high in the triboelectric series have the
strong tendency to charge positively when contacted against
other materials; materials that rank at the bottom of the series
have the strong tendency to charge negatively when contacted
against other materials. The triboelectric series is based on
experimental results that have been observed consistently for

centuries: after contact, one of the materials always charges
positively whereas the other material always charges negatively.
Therefore, unlike other phenomena that still lack fundamental
understanding and are frequently unpredictable,46 our strategy
relies on a consistent observation in contact electrification. In
addition, we recently rationalized the ordering of the materials
in the triboelectric series of polymers based on Lewis basicity/
acidity (i.e., a polymer that is more Lewis basic tends to charge
more positively, whereas a polymer that is more Lewis acidic
tends to charge more negatively);47 hence, we can use this
fundamental principle of Lewis basicity/acidity for selecting
the types of materials for fabricating the noncharging
composite materials.
A second level of consideration is to make the composite

material consisting of particles infused into a bulk material (i.e.,
as described in the previous paragraph) stretchable. Unlike the
pure stretchable material described in the previous study that is
based on strain,44 our stretchable composite material relies on
a different fundamental mechanism: because the amount of
particles on the surface of the composite material is constant,
stretching the material decreases the percentage of surface
coverage of the particles, while increasing the percentage of
surface coverage of the bulk material. This change in
percentage of surface coverage changes the charging property
of the surface. In particular, we found from our experiments
that stretching the composite material provided a large range of
charging responses. When unstretched, the composite material
may charge with a specific polarity with a contacting material
(Figure 1a); when stretched, the composite material may
charge with an opposite polarity with the contacting material
(Figure 1d). In general, this class of stretchable composite
material provided a two-dimensional space for tuning the
charging response via changing the amount of particles on the
surface during fabrication and changing the surface coverage of
the particles by stretching (e.g., Figure 1a−d).

Figure 1. General materials framework for preparing noncharging materials that involves a two-level consideration: varying the amount of particles
and percentage stretched of the stretchable composite material. This two-dimensional parameter space offers a wide range of tunability and
adaptability for fabricating noncharging materials. In this way, varying the amount of particles in the composite material can change the polarity of
charging (b and c). Stretching the composite material can also change the polarity of charging (a and d).
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Because of this wide range of two-dimensional variable space
of charging property, this class of stretchable composite
material can be tuned to be noncharging when contacted
against the vast range of materials used in industry and in our
lives. Equally importantly, its stretchability allows the
composite material to adapt flexibly to any changes in process
conditions and environmental influences (i.e., by simply
stretching the material to an appropriate extent). Therefore,
this two-level consideration for fabricating the general class of
stretchable composite material is a general, versatile, and
adaptive materials framework for preparing noncharging
materials that have the potential to address a wide range of
practical challenges due to static charge faced in our lives and
in industry.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. Glass spheres (9−13 μm), nylon-6/6 pellets, formic

acid, poly(tetrafluoroethylene) (PTFE) powder (∼1 μm), poly-
(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA; average molecular weight of
575), polyvinyl acetate (PVAc), polyacrylonitrile (PAN), 1-hydrox-
ycyclohexyl phenyl ketone, and silica nanoparticles (10−20 nm) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Tetrahydrofuran (THF; analytical
grade) and ethanol (analytical grade) were purchased from Fisher
Chemical. Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) was purchased from Dow
Corning. Soft silicone rubber (Ecoflex) was purchased from Mold
Creative(s). Glass slide was purchased from Continental Lab
Products. Silica was purchased from Latech Scientific Supply Pte.
Ltd. Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), polyethylene (PE), and wood were
purchased from DT Hardware Supplier. Sodium chloride (NaCl) was
purchased from Regional Business Network.
Preparing the Nonstretchable Nylon−PTFE Composite. Two

grams of nylon pellets was added into 8 mL of formic acid solution.
The mixture was heated to 60 °C overnight to dissolve the nylon
pellets. Zero (no PTFE) to 1.5 g (57:43 w/w Nylon−PTFE
composite) of PTFE particles was then added into the nylon solution.
The solution was mixed thoroughly using a vortex mixer for 5 min.
After mixing, the mixture was poured into a Petri dish, and the formic
acid was allowed to evaporate at 80 °C overnight. After solidification,
the PTFE particles were observed to be homogeneously distributed
within the composite material. A rectangular slab of the composite
material with dimensions of 15 mm in length, 10 mm in width, and
0.3 mm in thickness was cut from the composite material. The
particles were observed to be homogeneously distributed within the
bulk Nylon.
Preparing the Nonstretchable PEGDA−PTFE Composite.

One gram of liquid PEGDA (average MW 575) and 0.01 g of an
initiator, 1-hydroxycyclohexyl phenyl ketone, were added into a glass
vial. Zero to 2 g of PTFE particles was then added into the liquid
PEGDA. The liquid mixture was mixed thoroughly and poured into a
cavity with dimensions of 15 mm in length, 10 mm in width, and 1
mm thick. It was then exposed to ultraviolet light (intensity of 0.55
mW cm−2 and at a wavelength of 365 nm) for 15 min. After
polymerization, the PEGDA−PTFE composite was extracted from the
cavity for further use. The particles were observed to be
homogeneously distributed within the bulk PEGDA.
Preparing the Nonstretchable PDMS−Glass Composite. The

prepolymer liquid PDMS was first mixed with the curing agent in a
ratio of 10:1 w/w (prepolymer liquid:curing agent). Then, 5.5 g of the
mixture was mixed with 0−10 g of the glass particles and 3.5 mL of
THF. After the solution was mixed homogeneously, the solution was
first poured in a cylindrical glass Petri dish with 35 mm in diameter
and 12 mm in height. THF was then allowed to evaporate at room
temperature for 24 h. After evaporation, the prepolymer PDMS in the
mixture was allowed to polymerize at 80 °C for 2 h. A rectangular slab
of the composite material with dimensions of 15 mm in length, 10
mm in width, and 5 mm in thickness was cut from the composite
material for further use. The particles were observed to be
homogeneously distributed within the bulk PDMS.

Preparing the Ecoflex−Nylon Stretchable Composite. Nylon
particles with an average size of ∼50 μm were used for fabricating the
noncharging composite material. Figure S1 shows the size distribution
of the nylon particles as characterized by a size analyzer. For the
fabrication of the composite material, 2.0 g of the prepolymer Ecoflex
liquid was first placed in a cylindrical Petri dish of 35 mm in diameter
and 12 mm in height. Nylon particles (0.02 g) were placed into a
metal sieve (with an opening of 90 μm) so that only the smaller
particles were used for the noncharging material. The sieve was
agitated for 2 min to allow the smaller nylon particles to be
homogeneously scattered onto the surface of the prepolymer Ecoflex
liquid. The Ecoflex prepolymer liquid that contained the nylon
particles was then allowed to polymerize at 25 °C for 2 h. Due to the
high viscosity of the prepolymer liquid, the nylon particles were found
to be mostly on the surface of the composite material after
polymerization. The surface of the composite material was photo-
graphed and analyzed by an image-processing software (i.e., ImageJ;
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/). The surface coverage of the nylon
particles was determined to be around 60% when the composite
material was not stretched. The surface coverages of the particles
when the composite material was stretched to different extents are
shown in Figure S2. A rectangular slab of the composite material with
dimensions of 35 mm in length, 15 mm in width, and 2 mm in
thickness was cut from the composite material.

Preparing the PDMS−Nylon Stretchable Composite. The
prepolymer liquid PDMS was mixed with the curing agent in a ratio of
25:1 w/w (prepolymer liquid:curing agent). Two grams of the PDMS
prepolymer mixture was placed in a Petri dish (35 mm in diameter
and 12 mm in height). Nylon particles (0.025 g) were placed into a
metal sieve (with opening of 90 μm), which was agitated for 2 min.
This process allowed the smaller nylon particles to scatter
homogeneously across the surface of the PDMS prepolymer liquid.
The PDMS prepolymer liquid that contained the nylon particles was
then allowed to polymerize at 80 °C for 2 h. Due to the high viscosity
of the prepolymer liquid, the nylon particles were found to be mostly
on the surface of the composite material after solidification. The
surface of the composite material was photographed and analyzed by
ImageJ. The surface coverage of the nylon particles was determined to
be around 72% when the composite material was not stretched. A
rectangular slab of the composite material with dimensions of 30 mm
in length, 15 mm in width, and 1 mm in thickness was cut from the
composite material.

Experiment for Contact-Charging the Materials. The non-
charging composite material and the contacting material were first
discharged using a Zerostat gun. Before the contact-charging
experiment, the materials were verified to be discharged by placing
them in a Faraday cup connected to an electrometer (Keithley, model
6514). After discharge, the noncharging composite material was
brought into contact with the contacting material 20 times. The force
of contact was controlled at approximately ∼0.05 N as determined by
a mass balance. The charges of the materials were again measured
after contact. These contact-charging experiments were conducted at
a humidity of ∼60%. For the contact-charging experiments that
involved the stretchable composite materials, two pairs of tweezers
were used to first stretch the material at both ends to the desired
length and then clamp the material in position. The contact-charging
experiment with the contacting material was then performed. All
experiments were performed in triplicate.

Experiment for Testing the Adhesion of Particles onto the
Composite Material. The two opposite ends (of the longest side) of
the Ecoflex−Nylon composite were first secured with binder clips.
This composite material was then stretched to a specific length (i.e., 0,
50, 100, 150, 200, or 250% stretched) and fixed in position. Cubic
PVC particles (0.1 g, ∼800 μm) and the stretched composite material
were discharged by a Zerostat electrostatic gun. The materials were
verified to be discharged by placing them in a Faraday cup connected
to an electrometer (Keithley, model 6514). The discharged PVC
particles were then placed onto the surface of the composite material.
The stretched composite material together with the particles on its
surface was agitated horizontally at an amplitude 5 cm and around 2
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Hz. After the materials were agitated for 1 min, the composite
material was flipped upside down, and the PVC particles were allowed
to fall off the surface of the composite material by gravity. The surface
of the composite material was photographed, and the surface coverage
of the remaining PVC particles on the surface of the composite
material was analyzed by ImageJ. All experiments were done in
triplicate.
Experiment for Separating Polymers Using the Stretchable

Composite Material. The two opposite ends (of the longest side) of
the Ecoflex−Nylon composite were first secured with binder clips.
Eighteen cubic particles (∼800 μm) were used for this demon-
stration: five PVC, eight PDMS, and five PVAc particles. The
composite material and the particles were discharged by a Zerostat
electrostatic gun. The materials were verified to be discharged by
placing them in a Faraday cup connected to an electrometer
(Keithley, model 6514). After discharging the materials, the
unstretched composite material was fixed in position. The 18
discharged particles were then placed onto the surface of the

unstretched composite material. The composite material together
with the particles on its surface were agitated horizontally at an
amplitude 5 cm and around 2 Hz. After the materials were agitated for
1 min, the composite was then flipped upside-down, and the particles
were allowed to fall off from the surface of the composite material by
gravity. The experiment was repeated by stretching the composite
material by 10% more each time until only one type of particle was
left on the surface of the composite material.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Tuning the Charging Property by Fabricating
Composites of Two Materials. For our first level of
consideration, we aim to prevent the generation of static
charge by contact electrification via fabricating composite
materials that were composed of variable proportions of two
materials with different tendencies to charge. Our general

Figure 2. General class of noncharging composite materials. (a) Scheme illustrating the preparation of the composite materials that consist of
particles infused in a bulk material. Surface charge density (i.e., charge per unit surface area of contact) of (b) Nylon−PTFE composite and (c)
PVC after contact-charging the Nylon−PTFE composite with different amounts of PTFE particles with PVC. Surface charge density of (d)
PEGDA−PTFE composite and (e) PVC after contact-charging the PEGDA−PTFE composite with different amounts of PTFE particles with PVC.
Surface charge density of (f) PDMS−glass composite and (g) PTFE after contact-charging the PDMS−glass composite with different amounts of
glass particles with PTFE.
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approach involved infusing a specific amount of particles of a
desired charging property into the bulk matrix of a material
with another desired charging property (Figure 2a). In general,
we used small particles (e.g., ∼1 μm PTFE particles) for
fabricating the composite material; in this way, the net charge
generated by the particles was limited to the correspondingly
small localized regions on the surface. This general and simple
approach can be achieved via many different methods of
fabrication. As demonstrations of the generality and simplicity
of the approach, we fabricated three types of composite
materials: nylon infused with PTFE particles, poly(ethylene
glycol) diacrylate (PEGDA) infused with PTFE particles, and
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) infused with glass particles. For
fabricating the slab of composite material (15 mm × 10 mm
and 0.3 mm thick) that consisted of nylon and PTFE particles,
we first dissolved 2 g of nylon pellets in formic acid and mixed
the solution with a specific amount (i.e., 0 to 1.5 g) of PTFE
particles (∼1 μm). The solid slab of the Nylon−PTFE
composite was obtained by evaporating the formic acid. For
fabricating the slab of composite material (15 mm × 10 mm
and 1 mm thick) that consisted of PEGDA and PTFE particles,
we first mixed 1 g of the liquid PEGDA (molecular weight
575), an initiator, and a specific amount (i.e., 0 to 2 g) of
PTFE particles together and then polymerized the PEGDA
monomers by UV light. For fabricating the slab of composite
material (15 mm × 10 mm and 5 mm thick) that consisted of
PDMS and glass particles, we first mixed the prepolymer liquid
PDMS with its curing agent. We then mixed 5.5 g of this
mixture with a specific amount (i.e., 0−10 g) of glass particles
(9−13 μm) and a solvent (tetrahydrofuran) and polymerized
the PDMS prepolymer at 80 °C for 2 h. Importantly, nylon,
glass, and PEGDA rank highly on the triboelectric series;
hence, they have the strong tendency to charge positively
against a contacting material.36 On the other hand, PTFE and
PDMS rank at the bottom of the triboelectric series; hence,
they have the strong tendency to charge negatively.47

Therefore, each of the composite materials consisted of one
material that had the tendency to charge positively and another
material that had the tendency to charge negatively.
We demonstrated that the composition of the composite

material could be varied such that it did not charge against a
contacting material. The contact-charging experiment involved
first discharging the composite material and the contacting
material using a Zerostat gun (Zerostat 3 Milty). The materials
were verified to be discharged by placing them in a Faraday
cup connected to an electrometer (Keithley 6514) before the
experiment. The composite material was then brought into
contact with the contacting material 20 times at a force of
∼0.05 N. After contact, the charges of both the materials were
measured. PTFE and polyvinyl chloride (PVC) were chosen as
the contacting materials due to their strong tendencies to
charge highly by contact electrification.
Our first demonstration involved contacting a series of

composite materials that consisted of different proportions of
nylon and PTFE particles against PVC. Due to the strong
tendency of nylon to charge positively, the piece of pure nylon
(i.e., 0% PTFE particles) charged positively (Figure 2b),
whereas the contacting piece of PVC charged negatively
(Figure 2c). Because of the strong tendency of PTFE to charge
negatively, the composite materials that consisted of more
PTFE particles allowed the composite material to charge in the
negative direction monotonically; correspondingly, the PVC
tended to charge in the positive direction monotonically. At

the extreme, a pure piece of PTFE charged negatively, whereas
the PVC charged positively. Importantly, we determined that
both the contacting materials did not charge when the piece of
composite material consisted of around 38% PTFE particles
(Figure 2b, c). To demonstrate the generality of the approach,
we repeated the experiment by contacted the series of
composite materials that consisted of different proportions of
PEGDA and PTFE particles against PVC. Similar results were
observed (Figure 2d, e). We found that both the contacting
materials did not charge when the composite material
consisted of around 48% PTFE particles. In addition, we
repeated the experiment by contacting a series of composite
materials that consisted of different proportions of PDMS and
glass particles against PTFE. In this case, because the bulk
PDMS had the strong tendency to charge negatively and glass
particles had the strong tendency to charge positively, the
trends observed from the contact-charging experiments were
opposite to the two previous cases (Figure 2f, g). Nevertheless,
we found that for a composite material that consisted of
around 60% glass particles, both the contacting materials did
not charge. Therefore, we have shown that our materials
strategy of fabricating noncharging composite materials is
general and effective.
Because we combined a material with a strong tendency to

charge positively and a material with a strong tendency to
charge negatively, the composite material can be tuned to be
noncharging when contacted against a wide range of materials.
As a demonstration, we first contacted a piece of pure nylon
against seven types of contacting materials: glass, sodium
chloride (NaCl), silica, silk, wood, polyethylene (PE), and
PVC. With the only exception of glass, nylon charged
positively against all the other six materials (Figure 3a),
whereas the contacting materials charged negatively (Figure
3b). We then contacted a piece of composite material that
consisted of nylon and 43% PTFE particles against the seven
materials. The composite material charged negatively for all the
seven contacting materials, whereas contacting materials
charged positively. Because we can tune the percentage of

Figure 3. Composite material can be fabricated to be noncharging
against diverse types of contacting materials. Plots showing the charge
density of the (a) 100% nylon and 57:43 wt % Nylon−PTFE
composite material and (b) the contacting materials after contact
electrification. The contacting materials used are indicated in the x-
axis.
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PTFE particles in the Nylon−PTFE composite (i.e., from 0 to
43%), it is possible to fabricate noncharging composite
materials at the specific proportion of PTFE particles against
the six contacting materials (i.e., all the contacting materials
investigated except for glass).
Tuning Charging Property by Fabricating Stretch-

able Composite Materials. Our second level of consid-
eration for preventing the generation of static charge by
contact electrification involved the use of stretchable
composite materials for flexibly tuning its charging property.
For this case, our approach of infusing particles into a bulk
material for fabricating the composite material was similar as
described in previous paragraphs except that the bulk material
used was stretchable. The fundamental mechanism of the
tuning of charge is based on the surface coverage of the
particles in the stretchable bulk material. For example, when

the composite material is stretched, the density of the particles
on the surface decreases; hence, the charging property of the
surface changes. As a demonstration, we chose two types of
highly stretchable elastomers: a lightly cross-linked PDMS (i.e.,
25:1 w/w of prepolymer liquid:curing agent) and Ecoflex.
These elastomers had the strong tendency to charge negatively
(see Supporting Information, Section 1). Therefore, we chose
nylon particles (∼50 μm; see Figure S1 for the size distribution
of the particles) for fabricating the composite materials due to
their tendency to charge strongly positively.
The fabrication of the stretchable composite materials

involved first pouring 2.0 g of the prepolymer liquid (i.e.,
either the PDMS or Ecoflex) into a Petri dish (Figure 4a). A
small amount of nylon particles (0.02−0.025 g) was then
scattered homogeneously throughout the surface of the liquid
prepolymer through a metal sieve (90 μm). The prepolymer

Figure 4. General class of noncharging stretchable composite materials. (a) Scheme illustrating the preparation of the stretchable composite
materials infused with particles. (b) Surface charge density of PVC after contacting against pure PDMS with different stretched percentage. (c)
Surface charge density of PAN after contacting against pure Ecoflex with different stretched percentage. (d) Surface charge density of PVC after
contacting against PDMS−Nylon composite with different stretched percentage. Surface charge density of (e) PAN, (f) PVAc, and (g) PVC after
contacting against the Ecoflex−Nylon composite with different stretched percentage.
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liquid was subsequently polymerized to form the stretchable
composite material. We observed that the particles were mainly
near the surface of the material; the extremely high viscosity of
the prepolymer liquid probably prevented the particles from
settling downward during polymerization. After fabricating the
stretchable composite material, we stretched it to a specific
extent and fixed it in position. A contacting material was
brought into contact against the stretched composite material
and its charge was measured.
As the basic demonstrations, we first contact-charged the

pure elastomers (i.e., with 0% particles) against the contacting
materials. Specifically, we brought a pure piece of PDMS that
was stretched to a specific extent into contact with PVC
(Figure 4b). Results showed that the charge on the contacting
material did not change much with the amount of stretching of
the material. Therefore, strain of the stretchable composite
materials did not result in any significant change in charging
properties. In another demonstration, we brought a pure piece
of Ecoflex that was stretched to a specific extent into contact
with polyacrylonitrile (PAN) (Figure 4c). The charging
property of the composite material did not change much
beyond a stretching percentage of 50%. Importantly, the
contacting materials always charged positively for both the
elastomers; hence, stretching did not produce the noncharging
effect.
We showed, however, that when the elastomer contained the

particles, the stretchability of the composite material produced
a large change in the charging behavior: importantly, it was
possible to prevent the generation of static charge by contact
electrification at a certain percentage of stretching the
composite material. For the stretchable composite material
that consisted of PDMS with nylon particles, we observed that
the surface coverage of nylon was around 60% when the
material was not stretched (Figure S2). Because of the high
proportion of nylon, the PVC now charged negatively (Figure
4d) when the material was not stretched (i.e., instead of
positively when there were no nylon particles; Figure 4b). By
stretching the composite material, we found a significant
change in charging behavior: at a stretch percentage of 50%,
the PVC was positively charged. Importantly, at around 20%
stretched, the PVC did not charge against the composite
material. This result showed that the fundamental mechanism
of changing the surface coverage of two materials with different
charging properties by stretching the composite material is an
effective method for preventing the charging of surfaces by
contact electrification. Importantly, this result is due to the
change in surface coverage of the materials within the
composite by stretching and not due to the strain of the
material (i.e., without the nylon particles, simply stretching and
straining the material did not change the charging property of
the material; Figure 4b). Similar results were obtained for
contact-charging the stretchable composite material that
consisted of Ecoflex and nylon particles against PAN (Figure
4e). For this material, we observed that the surface coverage of
nylon was around 72% when the material was not stretched;
hence, it had the strong tendency to charge positively (whereas
the contacting material charged negatively). By stretching the
composite material by 100%, the PAN did not charge against
the composite material (i.e., as opposed to the case in which
PAN charged positively at all extent of stretching the pure
Ecoflex with no nylon particles infused). This approach of
preventing the charging of materials by contact electrification
can be applicable for a wide range of materials. Besides PAN,

we used the same Ecoflex−Nylon composite for contact-
charging against polyvinyl acetate (PVAc) and PVC. Results
showed that PVAc did not charge against the composite
material when it was stretched by 50% (Figure 4f), and PVC
did not charge against the composite material when it was
stretched by 150% (Figure 4g). In general, these contact-
charging experiments served as the calibration of the charging
property of the specific contacting material against the
stretchable composite material by taking into account the
material properties of both surfaces (e.g., surface roughness of
both the materials).

Adaptive Noncharging Property of Stretchable
Composite Material. The ability to flexibly change the
charging property of the material by stretching is a very
versatile method: even when contact electrification is affected
by dynamically changing conditions, the noncharging property
can still be achieved by simply stretching the composite
material to an appropriate extent. As a demonstration, we
investigated the effect of different applied pressures during
contact electrification. In this experiment, we used the
Ecoflex−Nylon composite and contact-charged it against
PAN as we previously discussed (i.e., Figure 4e and
reproduced again in Figure 5a as a comparison to the other
variations in Figure 5). Our investigation involved increasing
the pressure used for contacting the materials to ∼3 N (i.e.,
from the original experiment of ∼0.05 N) and repeating the
contact-charging experiment for different percentages of
stretching the composite material. Results showed that PAN
charged a lot more positively across all percentage stretched
(Figure 5b) compared to the original experiment (Figure 5a).
This result demonstrated that the change in applied pressure
caused the charging behavior of the materials to change
dramatically. A higher pressure of contact probably caused the
PAN to come into contact with more area of the bulk material
(i.e., the Ecoflex that had the tendency to charge negatively)
that resided deeper in the valleys of the surface roughness, thus
allowing the PAN to charge more positively.11 Despite the
large change in charging property, we found that the two
contacting materials did not charge when the composite
material was stretched to around 20%.
A second demonstration that showed the influence of the

environment on charging is the contamination of the surface.
In this experiment, we contaminated the surface of the
contacting material, PAN, with silica nanoparticles (i.e., 10−20
nm; at a surface coverage of ∼40%). The PAN surface was
contaminated by scattering the nanoparticles homogeneously
onto the surface and then pressing them (i.e., via a tablet
machine) into the surface to fix their positions. Results
obtained from the contact-charging experiments of the
Ecoflex−Nylon composite of different stretched percentage
and the contaminated PAN showed that the charging behavior
again changed significantly (Figure 5c) from the case when
there was no contamination (Figure 5a). In this case, the
contaminated PAN did not charge against the composite
material at around 30% stretched. Therefore, flexibly changing
the amount of stretching the composite material allowed it to
remain noncharging at different process and environmental
conditions.

Resisting Adhesion of Particles onto the Stretchable
Composite Surface. The adhesion of particles onto surfaces
due to attractive electrostatic forces is ubiquitous but highly
undesirable in many circumstances in industry and in our daily
lives. For example, microparticles (e.g., dust) may adhere to
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the surfaces of electronic devices (e.g., screens) or vessels in
manufacturing facilities; this adhesion of particles on surfaces
affects flow and causes a reduction in heat transfer. Therefore,
one important application of noncharging surfaces is to prevent
the generation of static charge and the adhesion of particles by
electrostatic forces on the surfaces. We showed that our
stretchable composite material was capable of preventing the
adhesion of particles by electrostatic forces. For this experi-
ment, we used the stretchable Ecoflex−Nylon composite and
PVC particles (∼800 μm cubes). The experiment involved first
discharging the surface of the composite material and
stretching it to a specific amount (i.e., 0, 50, 100, 150, 200,
or 250% stretched). We then transferred 0.1 g of the
discharged PVC particles onto the surface of the composite
material and agitated the particles on the surface by gently
shaking the composite material horizontally (Figure 6a). The
agitation caused the particles to be contact-charged against the
surface, thus providing the electrostatic force for adhesion.
After agitating the particles on the surface for 1 min, the
composite material was flipped upside down to allow the PVC
particles to fall down by their own weight. The experiment was

repeated for different percentages of stretching the composite
material. Results showed that at most percentages, many
particles adhered to the surface (Figure 6b, c). However, when
the composite material was stretched by 150%, all of the
particles fell off the surface when turned upside down. To
understand the nature of the adhesion, we performed a control
experiment in which the particles were simply placed on the
surface of the composite material but not agitated against it. In
this case, the particles tended to fall off the surface when the
surface was flipped upside down. This observation indicated
that the particles adhered to the surface by electrostatic force:
the agitation allowed the particles to separate charge against
the surface, thus allowing the oppositely charged composite
material and particles to adhere to each other. These results
thus indicated that when stretched by 150%, the composite
material was noncharging against the particles; hence, there
was negligible electrostatic force generated, and the particles
fell off the surface. This demonstration showed that our two-
level materials strategy that involved the fabrication of
stretchable composite material was able to resist the adhesion
of particles on surfaces by electrostatic force.

Particle Separation by Stretchable Composite Ma-
terial. In addition, we demonstrated that the stretchable
composite material that we fabricated was able to separate
particles of different types of materials. The separation of
particles of different materials is important in many industrial
processes such as recycling useful materials (e.g., polymers)
from waste and removing unwanted materials from valuable
minerals.48 Common methods for separating different solid
materials are usually based on differences in properties of
materials such as density, size, surface charge, and magnetic
response.48−50 Among the methods, electrostatic separation is
one of most effective methods for separating polymeric
particles due to the natural tendency of polymers to charge
highly by contact electrification.51 The electrostatic separators
used in the industry separate particles mainly by the polarity of
the charge of the polymeric particles via the use of a high-
voltage source.52 However, because there are only two
polarities of charge, it is not possible to separate more than
two types of particles.
Our strategy does not depend on the binary effect of

polarity: it is based on the continuous range of charging
properties of different materials by contact electrification. In
addition, our strategy is simple and does not require the use of
equipment such as the high-voltage source. As a demon-
stration, we used the stretchable Ecoflex−Nylon composite
material and three types of solid particles (cubic; ∼800 μm):
five PVC, eight PDMS, and five PVAc particles (left image of
Figure 7). We first discharged all of the materials and placed
the particles on the unstretched composite material. The
particles were then agitated on the surface of the composite
material horizontally for 1 min. When flipped over, only the
five PVAc particles fell off while all the rest of the particles
remained on the surface of the composite material; thus, the
PVAc particles were separated from the rest of the particles
(images in the middle column of Figure 7). The experiment
was repeated multiple times; each time, the composite material
was stretched by 10% more. When the composite material was
stretched by 90%, we found that all five PVC particles fell off,
while all the eight PDMS particles remained on the surface
(images in the right column of Figure 7). Therefore, using this
approach, all of the particles of different materials were
separated and sorted according to their type of material.

Figure 5. Stretchability allows the noncharging composite material to
adapt flexibly to changes in process and environmental conditions. (a)
Charge density of PAN after contact-charging it (i.e., using ∼0.05 N)
against the Ecoflex−Nylon composite of different stretched
percentage. Experiment was repeated for the case when (b) PAN
was contact-charged against the Ecoflex−Nylon with a larger pressure
(i.e., using ∼3 N) and (c) the surface of PAN was contaminated by
SiO2 particles.
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■ CONCLUSIONS
We developed a general and effective materials framework for
preparing composite materials that prevent charging by contact
electrification. This framework involves two levels of
consideration: (1) the proportion of particles within the bulk
matrix and (2) the stretching percentage of the material.
Importantly, the first level of consideration that involves the
tuning of the proportion of the composite of two materials is
based on a novel fundamental mechanism described in our
previous study.36 This fundamental mechanism involves
fabricating the noncharging composite material that consists
of an appropriate proportion of one material that charges
positively and another material that charges negatively against
the contacting material. Hence, this strategy does not require
an increase in conductivity of the material: even totally

insulating materials can be made noncharging against the
contacting material. Both the contacting materials naturally
resist charging by contact electrification; hence, the undesirable
consequences of static charge can effectively be eliminated
because charge is not generated in the first place. We
demonstrated the effectiveness and generality of this
fundamental mechanism by preparing noncharging composite
materials that were composed of particles infused in bulk
matrices with different charging properties. These composite
materials were fabricated to prevent charging against different
types of contacting materials with diverse types of charging
responses.
The second level of consideration involves the preparation

of the composite materials that are stretchable. Through
stretching, the composite material changes its charging
response and can become noncharging when contacted against
another material. Similarly, we demonstrated that this
approach allowed the composite material to be noncharging
against different types of contacting materials. In addition, we
demonstrated that when there were changes in the process
condition (e.g., a change in the applied pressure of contact) or
environmental influences (e.g., contamination), the non-
charging property of the composite material can flexibly be
achieved by stretching the material.
In general, it has been challenging to develop methods for

preventing the generation of charge by contact electrification:
many problems associated with static charge are widely
reported in industry and in our lives. Two important reasons
why it has been challenging to develop methods to prevent
charging are because of the vast range of materials that
generate charge easily by contact electrification and the
frequent changes in process conditions and environmental
influences. In summary, we demonstrated that the two-level
considerations that we proposed for fabricating noncharging
materials has a wide two-dimensional parameter space with the
tunability and adaptability for effectively addressing these two
important challenges. Besides bulk materials, we demonstrated
that the stretchable composite materials can also prevent

Figure 6. Resisting the adhesion of microscopic particles on the noncharging stretchable composite material. (a) Scheme illustrating the procedure
of the experiment in which PVC particles are agitated on the surface of the Ecoflex−Nylon composite with different stretched percentage. (b)
Images and (c) plot of the surface coverages of the PVC particles adhered to the Ecoflex−Nylon composite with different stretched percentage after
agitation. The PVC particles did not adhere to the composite material when it was stretched by 150%.

Figure 7. Separation of different types of polymeric particles using the
noncharging property of the stretchable composite material. Three
types of polymeric particles (i.e., PVC, PDMS, and PVAc) were
agitated on an Ecoflex−Nylon composite material (image on the left).
At 0% stretched, only the PVC and PDMS particles remained on the
surface of the Ecoflex−Nylon composite material after agitation (top
middle image), whereas PVAc particles fell off and were collected in a
Petri dish (bottom middle image). At 90% stretched, only the PDMS
particles remained on the surface of the Ecoflex−Nylon composite
material after agitation (top right image), where the PVC particles fell
off and were collected in a Petri dish (bottom right image).
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charging against (microscopic) particles and prevent the
adhesion of the particles onto the materials. In addition, we
demonstrated that the noncharging composite material can be
used for a different application: the separation of particles of
different materials based on their different charging responses.
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